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Abstract
In August 2019, southern Vietnam suffered its worst flooding to date, which was also associated
with record-breaking extreme rainfall. This study seeks to explain how this extreme rainfall event
can be distinguished from normal rainfall events. The bandpass filter applied to the observed
rainfall shows that there were significant intensifications of 3–10-day variation and 11–60-day
oscillations during the event. While the latter is characterized by the intensification of westerly
flows from the Bay of Bengal to southern Vietnam, the former is related to more complex
movements of a series of synoptic-scale disturbances over the western North Pacific. The notion of
multiple-scale interactions, inducing the extreme rainfall event is supported by diagnosing the
anomalous columnwise moisture divergence over the southern plain region of Vietnam. It is
demonstrated that the anomalous convergences associated with the long-term mean moisture and
the synoptic-scale moisture transported by the long-term mean flow are the most important factors
for formation of the extreme rainfall event.

Keywords: Synoptic wave-train, Large-scale circulation, Intraseasonal oscillation, Moisture
convergence, Extreme rainfall.

1. Introduction
The southern Vietnam is a major region
contributed to the Vietnamese economy.
Although the region accounts for more than
45% of the Vietnamese gross domestic
product each year, it often suffers serious
natural disasters related to heavy rains and
flooding. The flooding is more problematic
when heavy rain occurs during high tidal
times, which results in water levels in rivers
and canals rising higher than the sewer
discharge valves and prevents discharge
through the normal sewage system. Therefore,
studies of the mechanism for occurrence of
extreme rainfall in southern Vietnam have a
critical role in mitigation of the resulting
environmental and socioeconomic impacts.
According to Nguyen and Nguyen (2004),
the Vietnam climate can be classified into
seven sub-regions. Located in the tropics, the
southern plain is characterized by a distinct
climate compared to other parts of Vietnam.
Due to the effect of the oceanic air masses,
the temperature in southern Vietnam remains
constant year-round, and its climate can be
simply divided into dry and wet seasons.
Characterized by less precipitation, the dry
season begins in November and ends in April
(Nguyen and Nguyen, 2004; Nguyen et al.,
*Corresponding author:

2014). In contrast, the wet season (i.e., from
May to October) is strongly modulated by the
Asian summer monsoon with much more
rainfall than in the dry season (Pham et al.,
2010; Nguyen-Le et al., 2014; Nguyen-Thi et
al., 2010). Rainfall in the wet season comes
generally from short-duration showers in the
mid-afternoon to early evening (Takahashi et
al., 2010).
Heavy rainfall in southern Vietnam is often
related to the activities of intraseasonal
oscillations (ISOs) and tropical cyclones
(Van der Linden et al., 2016; Tuan, 2019;
Nguyen-Thi et al., 2010). Van der Linden et
al. (2016) determined the phase of the
Madden–Jullian oscillation (MJO) and
convective coupled equatorial waves using
the method proposed by Yasunaga and Mapes
(2012) and found that the number of days
with observed rainfall greater than 25 mm
day−1 increased by approximately 50%
during the wet phases of the MJO and
equatorial Rossby (ER) and Kelvin waves.
Van der Linden et al. (2016) observed that in
the wet phase of the MJO, the depth and
velocity of the westerly monsoon increases
strongly, leading to strong lower-level wind
shear and transport of a large amount of
tuanbm183hus@vnu.edu.vn
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moisture from the Bay of Bengal (BOB) to
the southern region. These changes in
tropospheric structure create strongly
unstable conditions that favor the outbreak of
deep convection. In the wet phase of Kelvin
and ER waves, the low-level troposphere is
also moistened, but the change in depth of
monsoon layers and vertical wind profile are
not as distinct as in the wet phase of the MJO.
Tuan (2019) investigated the relationship
between sub-monthly oscillations and the
number of heavy rainfall days in seven
climatic sub-regions. The results emphasized
that during the wet phase of sub-monthly
oscillation of rainfall in the southern plain,
the upstream development of wave trains
along the subtropical jet stream consistently
enhances the cyclonic circulation of
tropical-type waves over the East Sea. The
tropical–extratropical interaction causes
strong low-level convergence, deepening the
convective activities that might cause heavy
rainfall in the region. However, the
relationship between the sub-monthly
activities and heavy rainfall in the southern
plain is not as clear as the other climatic
sub-regions. Nguyen-Thi et al. (2010) studied
the contribution of tropical cyclones to
seasonal rainfall patterns in Vietnam and
found that tropical cyclones do not
significantly contribute to total annual
rainfall over Southern Vietnam. The month
with the most contribution of rainfall from
tropical cyclones in the region is November.
During August 1–15, 2019, the southern
plain, especially Phu Quoc Island,
experienced the worst flooding in its history
associated with heavy rainfall. On Phu Quoc
Island, 8424 houses were reported as
inundated, and the total damage was
estimated at more than US $4.6 million
(Vietnamnews, 2019). In this study, the major
goal is to investigate the characteristics of
large-scale patterns associated with this
extreme rainfall event. The data and methods
used for the analysis are described in Section
2. Section 3 discusses the evolution of
large-scale patterns associated with extreme
rainfall events. Finally, the conclusions of
this study are given in Section 4.

during the period from 1980 to 2019,
retrieved from the Vietnam Meteorology
Hydrology Administration (Figure 1). The
daily PERSIANN rainfall (Nguyen et al.,
2019), which is estimated from satellites, is
used to analyze the spatial distribution of
rainfall. The other major dataset used in this
study is the daily reanalysis data provided by
the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) and the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) (Kalnay
et al., 1996). In addition to the reanalysis data,
the Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) product (Adler et al., 2016) was also
used to address the seasonal progression of
the Asian summer monsoon. Interpolated
outgoing
longwave
radiation
(OLR)
(Liebmann and Smith, 1996) was used as a
proxy for convective activities. The
PERSIANN product has a horizontal
resolution of 0.25  0.25 degrees, while the
others have a resolution of 2.5  2.5 degrees.
To extract the ISO signals that might relate to
the extreme rainfall event, the Lanczos
bandpass filter (Duchon, 1979) is applied to
the observed and reanalysis data. The active
phase of the ISO of rainfall is determined by
the period of at least three consecutive days
when the bandpass-filtered rainfall has a
positive value, and at least one day the
filtered rainfall is greater than the
climatological mean an amount of one
standard deviation.
To evaluate the individual contribution of the
synoptic-scale
(3–10
day)
variation,
intra-seasonal (11–60 day) oscillation and
long-term mean states (LTMS) to the extreme
rainfall event, each columnwise anomalous
moisture divergence is estimated as follows:

2. Data and Methodology
The observed rainfall data are collected from
eight rain gauges over southern Vietnam

wind and specific humidity of the 3–10-day
oscillations, 11–60-day oscillations and
LTMS components, respectively.

300 hPa

1
div(qv)  
 {(q310  q1160  qmean )
g 1000hPa
(v310  v1160  vmean )}dp.
(1)
where

p

is

the

pressure,

g

is

the

gravitational acceleration, and (v310 , q310 ) ,

(v1160 , q1160 ) and (vmean , qmean ) are the
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Figure 1. Topography
T
(shaaded, m) and seelected rain gauges (red circless).

3. Reesults
3-1. Seasonal evolution
e
of rainfall and
largee-scale circulation pattern
Rainffall over souuthern Vietnaam shows strrong
seasoonality (Thannh et al., 201
10; Tuan, 20019).
Figurre 2 showss that in April,
A
southhern
Vietnnam is rellatively dry
y due to the
domination of the
t
western North Paccific
(WNP
P) subtropiccal high. Ho
owever, in M
May,
rainfaall occurs over the southern pllain,
Cambbodia and thhe BOB, con
ncurrent withh the
eastw
ward withdraawal of the subtropical
s
hhigh
and thhe commenccement of tro
opical westerrlies
over the Indian Ocean and
d the Indochhina
Peninnsula (IP). Based
B
on raiinfall and zoonal
wind indices, Thhanh et al. (2
2010) identiified
that tthe climatoloogical onset date
d of the raainy
seasoon over the southeern plain is
approoximately thhe 12th of May.
M
This oonset
date agrees withh other stud
dies of sum
mmer
monssoon onset over Vietnaam and thee IP
(Matssumoto, 19997; Nguyen-L
Le et al., 20014).
In thhe next threee consecutive months, the
Asiann summer moonsoon advaances northw
ward,

leading to widespread rainfall an
nd strong
zonal wind over a larg
rge monsoon
n region.
This develop
pment of thee monsoon westerlies
w
also brings rich
r moisturee from the BOB
B
to IP
and helps to maintainn rainfall over
o
the
southern plaain at a valuue of greateer than 7
mm day−1 (see Figurre appendix
x in the
supplement to this articlee). After reaching the
farthest north in August,, the monsoo
on system
gradually reetreats in SSeptember, which
w
is
followed by
y a reductionn in rainfall over the
Indian Conttinent, BOB and Bien Dong.
D
In
contrast to these decreaasing rainfall trends,
rainfall in the southerrn plain reaaches its
highest peak in Septem
mber (Than
nh et al.,
2010) due to
o modulationns of multiple factors,
including westerly
w
monnsoons, cold surges
and tropicaal disturbannces (Tuan
n, 2019;
Nguyen-Thi et al., 20100; van der Linden
L
et
al., 2016). Finally,
F
the rrainy season over the
southern plaain ends in November with the
dominance of northeastt flows oveer the IP,
which sets up unfavorrable condittions for
convection over
o the whoole region.
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Figure 2. Climatological distribution off monthly mean wind (vector, m s-1) and geopotential height (contour, m) att level
1–2010.
of 850 hPa andd GPCP data (shaded, mm dayy-1) during 1981

3-2. Deescription of
o the extreeme rainfalll
event
During August 1––15, 2019, long-lastingg
rainfall occurred ovver the sou
uthern plainn,
with a raainfall value first exceeding > 50 mm
m
day−1 onn August 2nd at some stattions, such ass
Can Thoo, Con Dao, Phu Quoc, Soc Trangg,
Rach Giia, and Vi Thanh.
T
The rainfall thenn
persistedd for more than
t
10 dayss, with somee
rainfall peaks reachhing > 100
0 mm day−11,
−1
especiallly > 357.9 mm
m day on August 9th aat
Phu Quooc station (F
Figure 3). Fo
or the periodd
of 1980––2019, the peak
p
of 357.9 mm day−−1
was the second highhest peak of the
t historicaal
observedd rainfall. Thhe total rainfaall in 15 dayss
was > 11240.5 mm, which wass the highesst
recordedd rainfall forr the 15-day
y period andd

o the
acccounted for approximattely 45% of
clim
matology ann
nual rainfall at that statio
on. At
alm
most all otherr stations, thee total rainfalll sum
also
o reached high
h
values, ranging fro
om 80
mm
m to > 400 mm in thoose 15 dayss. The
pro
olonged rainffall led to seevere floodss over
mu
uch of the southern
s
plaain, especially in
cities such as Ho
H Chi Minnh, Can Tho
o, and
Phu
u Quoc Islaand. Therefoore, this event is
con
nsidered an exceptionaal and extremely
heaavy rainfall event.
To identify the multiple-sscale signalss that
mig
ght relate to the occurrennce of the ex
xtreme
rain
nfall event, the
t time evoolutions of the
t 3–
10--day and 11–
–60-day banddpass filters of the
obsserved rainfaall in the soouthern plaiin are
plotted (Figure 3). Rainnfall is strrongly
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moduulated by syynoptic-scalee variations and
ISOs, with rainfaall peaks coin
nciding withh the
maxim
ma of thhe two modes. Notaably,
the former consistently shows laarge
fluctuuations in thhe active phaase of the laatter.
Especcially from the
t second haalf of July too the
first hhalf of Auguust, the ISO rainfall enteers a
strongg active phase
p
with a pronounnced
increaase in its amplitudes.
a
On Phu Q
Quoc
Islandd, the maximum
m
low
l
frequeency
ampliitude is 10.4
1
times greater tthan
its sstandard devviation in the 1980–22018
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period. As expected,
e
thee maximum 3–10-day
3
intensity allso reaches as high as 15.1
times its sttandard devviation in th
he whole
period. At other statiions, the peaks
p
of
the ISOs an
nd synoptic--scale variatiions also
range from 3.1 to 6.3 aand 2.1 to 6.1
6 times
their stand
dard deviaations, resp
pectively.
In-phase dev
velopments of these tw
wo modes
potentially intensified rainfall over
o
the
southern pllain, especia
ially on Ph
hu Quoc
Island, leadiing to recordd-breaking raainfall, as
described eaarlier.

Figuree 3. Observed rainfall
r
(black bars,
b
mm) and iits 3–10-day (g
green dotted linee, mm) and its 11–60-day ban
ndpass filter
(black dottted line, mm) for
fo the period 1––15 August 201
19 at the southern plain stationns.
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3-3. Evvolution of large-scale circulation
n
and con
nvection
Figure 4 describes the time evolution oof
large-scaale circulation and rain
nfall derivedd
from PE
ERSIANN satellite
s
dataa during thee
extreme event in the
t
southern
n plain. Thee
pronounnced noticeabble signal is the strongg
intensificcation of weesterlies in a large regionn
from A
August 1–9. The high-value windd
regions are embeddeed in a largee zonal windd
belt to thhe south of thhree cyclonicc circulationss
north off the BOB, Bien Dong and the seaa
northeasst of the Philiippines. At th
he same timee,
a narrow
w rain band extends
e
from
m the southernn
BOB to the south of
o Bien Don
ng, which iss
consistennt with thee rapid gro
owth of thee
westerlyy flows. Thesse patterns are
a consistennt

witth our understanding off the interaactions
betw
ween low-level circulatioon and convection,
whiich can be briefly expllained as follows.
Inittially, the strrong convecctive activitiees are
closely associiated with the max
ximum
bou
undary layerr convergennces north of
o the
the
max
ximum
westerlies.
w
However,
con
ndensation latent
l
heatinng released from
con
nvection gen
nerates westtward-propag
gating
Rosssby waves, which accelerates the
wessterlies to th
he south andd southwest of the
max
ximum conv
vection (Gilll, 1980). Ass time
passses, rainfalll over Indiaa, the BOB
B and
NW
WP show grad
dual propagaations to the north,
whiile the rain belt is stilll persistentt over
sou
uthern Vietnaam, explaininng the long-lasting
occcurrence of heavy
h
rainfalll in the sub-rregion.

Figure 4. Evolution of 850
8 hPa wind (vector, m s-1) and PERSIAA
AN rainfall dataa (shaded, mm
m) for the perio
od 1–13
August 2019.
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From
m August 1 to 5, a cleaar signal cann be
noticeed in the 11–60-day mode
m
becausee of
the eexistence of
o a series of large-sscale
cycloonic anomaliies over thee WNP and the
northhern BOB (Figure
(
5). The southeeast–
northhwest orienttations of the anomallous
cycloones and neggative OLR are reminisccent
of thhe structure of the boreal summer ISO
(BSIS
SO) over thhe WNP region (Murakaami,
1984; Kemball-C
Cook and Waang, 2001). The
southhern plain is under the
t
control of
strenggthening westerlies
w
associated
a
w
with
activee convectionn south of these cycloones.
Thus, the 11–600-day oscillaation providees a
favorrable backgroound to supp
ply rich moissture
from the BOB too the southerrn plain. Ass the
ISO rainfall reacches its maature phase and
then transitions to the breaak phase, thhese
cycloonic anomaliies over the WNP graduually
movee northwardd and aree subsequeently
replacced by a series off anti-cycloonic
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circulations. This ph
phenomenon occurs
concurrently
y with the ch
change from cyclonic
to anti-cyclo
onic anomaliies over the north of
the BOB. As
A a result, tthe southern
n plain is
exposed to
o anomaloous south-easterlies
associated with
w suppresssed convectio
on.
During that period, the evolution of
o the 3–
10-day mode is charracterized by
b more
complex movements
m
of a seeries of
synoptic-scaale disturbannces over th
he WNP
region (Figu
ure 6). On A
August 1–5, two
t
wave
trains are observed,
o
w
with the strronger at
approximateely 120oE––160oE, 12
2oN–25oN
(denoted as A1-C1-A2-C
C2) and the weaker
w
at
o
o
o
approximateely
0–15 N
100 E
E–140 E,
(denoted as A1-C1-A2-C
A
C2). On the following
f
days, whille the strronger wav
ve train
propagates northwestwa
n
ard and head
ds to the
East China Sea, the weaker waave train
deepens rapiidly and thenn crosses the southern
plain.

Figuree 5. 11–60-day bandpass filterr of 850-hPa wiind (vector, m s-1) and OLR (shaded, m s-1) fo
for the period 1–
–13 August
2019.
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It is impportant to notte that this in
ntensificationn
of the w
wave train is concurrent
c
with
w the sharpp
increase of the ISO
O amplitude. As a resultt,
the soutthern plain is under th
he control oof
deep coonvection south
s
of the cyclonicc
anomalyy on August 7–9.
7
3-4. Scale interactioons
As adddressed by
b
previou
us studiess,
low-freqquency backkground flow
ws provide a
favorable environmeent for high
her-frequencyy
activitiess (Liblmannn et al., 1994
4, Hsu et al..,
2011, S
Straub andd Kiladis, 2003). Byy
diagnosiing the diifferent terms of thee
perturbaation eddy kinetic
k
energ
gy equationn,
Hsu et al. (2011) reported thaat while thee
LTMS oover the WNP
P always sup
pplies energyy
for synooptic-scale edddies to deveelop, the ISO
O
helps too intensify the
t eddies in the activee
phase annd suppress them in the break phasee.

Thee rainfall daata for the whole period of
198
80-2019 also
o indicate th
that the 3–1
10-day
mode of average rainfall oover the sou
uthern
plaiin tends to be significanttly enhanced when
the 11–60-day oscillation displays itss high
amp
plitudes. Th
here were 40 occasions in
whiich the 3–
–10-day osccillation inttensity
excceeded 4 stan
ndard deviatiions when th
he 11–
60--day oscillation amplitude
de was greateer than
2 standard deviations.
d
These occaasions
com
mprise 82.35% of the totaal cases wheere the
3–1
10-day intensity exceeeded 4 staandard
dev
viations. Thee criteria of 2 and 4 staandard
dev
viations are chosen too emphasizee the
stro
ong amplitud
de of the osci
cillations. The data
also
o indicate th
hat the rainfaall on the sou
uthern
plaiin stations always
a
show
ws extreme values
v
when the two modes
m
concuurrently are greater
g
than
n their aforrementionedd critical po
ositive
valu
ues.

Figure 6. The same as Figure 3, except for 3–10-daay bandpass filter. The A1, A2,
A A11, A22 ddenote the ano
omalous
anti-cyclones and C1, C11 deenote the anomaalous cyclones.
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Whilee the reelationship between the
sub-m
monthly oscillation and the occurreence
of heeavy rainfall in the south
hern plain is not
very clear (Tuan, 2019), the obtained reesult
suggeests that thee mutual inteeractions off the
3–10-day variatiion, 11–60-d
day oscillatiions
and L
LTMS are almost certaainly the m
major
causee of extreme rainfall in th
he sub-regionn.
To ellaborate on that
t
argumen
nt, the effectts of
the syynoptic-scalee variation, ISO and LT
TMS
are estimated (Figure 7). Thee similar patttern
of thee total colum
mnwise moissture divergeence
to thee sum of the anomalous vertical
v
moissture
diverrgence termss indicates that
t
the forrmer
can bbe approximaately estimatted by the laatter.
Theree are two siggnificant negative anomallous
moistture diverggences thaat match the
occurrrence of heeavy rainfall in the southhern
plain. These neggative anom
malous moissture
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divergences are even sm
maller than the total
moisture div
vergences. Thhis pattern sh
hows that
heavy rainffall is mosttly induced
d by the
mutual inteeraction off the synop
ptic-scale
variation, IS
SO and LTM
MS. For morre details,
on August 5th, thhe low frequency
f
convergencee and synooptic-scale moisture
variation, the synopptic-scale moisture
transported by the long--term mean flow and
the low frequency
f
cconvergence of the
long-term mean
m
of moiisture show dramatic
drops, emph
hasizing theiir importantt roles in
inducing
heavy
rrainfall.
Similarly,
S
synoptic-scaale convergen
ence of the long-term
l
mean moissture and the low frequency
f
moisture traansported byy the long-term mean
flow are considered the two largest
contributors that lead to the heavy raainfall on
August 9th.

Figuree 7. Average of total verticaally moisture ddivergence (grreen line) and sum of anom
malous vertically moisture
divergencee terms (black line) (a) and inndividual anom
malous vertically
y moisture diveergence terms (black
(
line)
(b–j) over the southern plain (105oE –1008oE, 8oN –12oN). Unit is 10-77 kg m-2 s-1. V aand q are wind (m s-1) and
specific huumidity (kg kg-1) respectively.
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4. Discussion
Most tropical rainfall is produced by
organized convective systems involving
processes that occur on multiple spatial and
temporal scales. Though the high stochastic
activity of convection limits the accurate
forecast of numerical weather prediction
systems, a better understanding of how
large-scale environments induce extreme
rainfall can raise the predictability of regional
forecasts. In the Indian and East Asian
monsoon regions, the MJO and BSISO are
two dominant modes of the ISO; thus, they
have been considered major sources of
extreme rainfall predictability (Xavier et al.,
2014; Wang and Moon, 2017; Lee et al.,
2017). Based on the relationship between
extreme rainfall and BSISO activity, Lee et al.
(2017) noted that the prediction of extreme
rainfall over Asia on a subseasonal time scale
is promising. Vietnam lies in the transition
zone of the Indian and East Asian summer
monsoon systems, and the relation between
extreme rainfall events and the ISO in
Vietnam was also addressed in previous
studies (Tuan, 2019; van der Linden et al.,
2016; Chen et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2011;
Yokoi and Matsumoto, 2008). While past
studies investigated synoptic development
related to individual extreme rainfall cases
(Chen et al., 2012b; Wu et al., 2011; Yokoi
and Matsumoto, 2008), others focused on
estimating the probability of extreme rainfall
in the ISO phases (van der Linden et al.,
2016; Tuan, 2019). However, few
methodologies have been adopted to utilize
these previous results in real-time heavy
rainfall forecasts in Vietnam. As far as the
authors are aware, the study by Chen et al.
(2020a) is the only one that developed a
forecast advisory for 1-week heavy rainfall
prediction in Central Vietnam.
The present study explored the collective
influences of the LTMS, BSISO and other
higher frequency oscillations on the
occurrence of an extreme rainfall event over
southern Vietnam. The statistics also show
that the probability of heavy rainfall in the
southern plain increases in the wet phase of
BSISO. However, it is important to note that
there is significant day-to-day variability of
heavy rainfall in that phase because of
modulations of other scale processes. The
results suggest using multiple indices to

predict extreme rainfall instead of one BSISO
index as proposed by Lee et al. (2017). It is
expected that the combination of information
from multiple processes will help to improve
the ability of capturing extreme rainfall
occurrence and intensity at the subseasonal
scale. Constructing the new indices and
testing their feasibility in real-time extreme
rainfall forecasts in southern Vietnam are
important areas for future studies.
5. Conclusion
This study investigated the characteristics of
large-scale patterns associated with the
extreme rainfall event in southern Vietnam
during August 1–15, 2019, using data from
rain gauges, OLR and NCEP/NCAR
re-analyses. The results show significant
intensifications of both 3–10-day and 11–
60-day modes during the event. The
development of the ISO is characterized by
the northeastward propagation of a series of
cyclonic anomalies over the WNP and the
replacement of a cyclonic anomaly by an
anti-cyclonic anomaly over the north of the
BOB. The representation of anomalous
cyclones over the WNP to the East China Sea
and the IP are important synoptic-scale
variations for the heavy rainfall event. The
anomalous
convergences
and
the
synoptic-scale moisture transported by the
mean flow are important factors for
occurrence of the heavy rainfall event in the
southern plain region.
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Appendixx (Supplemeental material)

Figuree. Climatologiccal distribution of monthly meean of total verttically moisturee flux (vector) dduring 1981-20
010. Unit is
10-7 kg m-2 s-1

